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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.10.2-rev7
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.10.2-rev5
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5261.

65304 IE11 compose window stays blank
Internet explorer lacks the function.name property and therefore tries to compute the function
name out of source code. If the function has no name due to minified code, this regex will fail and
therefore has no result.
This has brrn solved by increasing robustness of code to work minified and not minified.
65410 Calendar items in shared / public calendar are always using the claendar color for
other users but the owner
Appointment color was only considered if the user is the owner of an event such that the user can
select the color for the whole public folder.
Now the appointment colors are considered for organizers and organizers_on_behalf.
65533 Attachment from external ics invite not present in Calendar meeting
CID URLs in iMIP were not encoded and decoded correctly, so that the referenced MIME part could
not be looked up successfully.
This has been solved by correcting encoding and decoding of ”cid” URLs in invitation mails.
65688 Mail forwarded from virgilio to gmail receives delivery failure
Incorrect initialization of in-memory byte array when transferring nested message’s data to new
message. The generated byte array contains a 0-byte remainder.
Solution: Proper initialization of in-memory byte array, which prevents from 0-byte remainder.
65826 Nginx auth broken
New base54 method does not accept url-base64-encoded strings.
This has been solved by using previous method to decode base64 data, which seamlessly accepts
both variants (plain base64 and URL base64).
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

65304, 65410, 65533, 65688, 65826,
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